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. Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. After being forced to kill her parents murderers,
Tamika ford joins the family business. At the age of ten she learns how to kill, becoming her alter
ego Mika. Now determined to follow in her parents footsteps, she has dreams to become the biggest
drug queen the streets has ever seen. Still morning over her parents death, Mika is now in the care
of her uncle Jesus Sanchez. With her uncle being the biggest distributor of cocaine on the East
Coast, Mika becomes infatuated with the lifestyle. Being only a teenager with trust issues, she learns
to cope with her parents death by meeting three girls. Tiffany Cotton, Tia Cotton, and Kelly smith.
They all had one thing in common, The parents were all killed and drug related situations. The
bond between the four girls was unbreakable, up until the point. Her uncle Caught a federal charge
and was sentenced to 8 years in a Federal prison. Forcing her to move to Chicago with her auntie,
leaving her best friends behind. 7 years later, she now 21 years old and her...
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Definitely one of the best book I actually have ever go through. Sure, it can be perform, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature. I found out this
pdf from my dad and i suggested this book to discover.
-- Ms. Cha nel Str eich-- Ms. Cha nel Str eich

I just began reading this pdf. It is actually writter in straightforward words instead of hard to understand. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Jensen B ins-- Jensen B ins
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